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Marvel comic number 1 price

On Thursday, February 18, 18, Legacy Auctions sold a Certified Guaranty Company (CGC) ranked 9.4 copies of Amazing Fantasy #15 in the Comic and Comic Signature Items sold in Dallas. As one of the greatest copy classes of Spider-Man's first appearance ever to be sold at the auction, he hoped to fetch a high price. In fact, it set a record, sold for $454.100. That's most ever
paid for a Spider-Man comic at auction. To commemorate the sale, CBR compared it to the current record for a copy of Amazing Fantasy #15 as well as other notable books. Below is a list of the ten most expensive comic book sales of all-time, on a basis per title. Instead of listing the biggest sales ever, we will stick to the most expensive copy of each title rather than listing every
remarkable sale of Comic Action #1, for example. 10) Incredible Hulk #1, CGC 9.2 – $326,000 Perhaps the warmer collectible comic book of recent years has been the incredible hulk of this 1962 comic book by Stane Letan and Jack Kirby. There is only one known copy of exists that is ranked better than the 9.2pc sold in August of 2014. This sale followed another 9.2m copies
sold in June for $320,000. Yes, twice in a matter of months people paid more than $300,000 for the first hulk appearance! This huge growth in prices for the comic (copy of the $326,000 sold for less than half that five years earlier) led to a crowd of other funny copies of this going to market, with rising prices for copies of all kinds of conditions. 9) Captain America Comic #1, CGC
9.2 – $343,057 If people think that Captain America's Nick Spencer is too political, you would be shocked by the first problem of Joe Simmons and Jack Kirby's Captain America, which features the creation of the leader of a country which the United States was not even at war with at the time. The comic became a sensation, leading to the death threats against the two creators of
funny young Jews. This copy is sold in 2011. 8) Marvel Comics #1, CGC 9.0 – $350,000 advanced in the comic book industry at the turn of the 21st Century is what was really driving the last explosion in the comic action market. So it's important to note that Marvel Comics #1 (the first comic book published by the comic company that would eventually become Marvel Comics, and
also the first appearance of both Namor and the original Human Torch) is only this low on the list because copies of higher selling classes are just a 9.0s. The typical rule of thuad is that double price per 0.2% after a 9.0. When you add to the fact that this copy is sold in 2003, a copy of higher grades of this comic will likely eventually end up at the highest end of this list (similarly,
the All-American Comic #16, the first appearance of Green Lantern, not even on the top 10 list, but when the next 9.0 or better copy goes on the market, it almost surely will end up very high). During saw some references to a copy of this book sold for $367,000, no reliable sources demonstrated such a vomiting made. 7) Tales of #39 Suspension, CGC 9.6 – $375,000 talk of
notes, Jack Kirby and Stan Lee's Tales of Suspense #39, the first appearance of Iron Man, is a great example of the side effects of a high class on major collectible. This 2012 sale was likely also bought by the attention that Iron Man gave as a film character in the years since the first Robert Downey Jr. film was released. 6) Funny Flash #1, CGC 9.6 – $450,000 Now would be a
good time to discuss Edgar Church. The church was a commercial artist and collected aircraft from boat magazines and comic books. Because of where he stayed in Colorado, his basement (where he kept his books) worked as a sort of moist, keeping the books in stunning condition. Most of the best golden comic types of ages in the world come from his collection (most of which
were bought by Chuck Rozanski of Mile high Comics, leading to books in this collection being referred to as either being from the Mile High Collection or Church Collection. Copy this to Flash Comic #1, the first appearance of the Golden Age Flash and Hawkman, is from this collection. It sold in 2010 for what was, at the time, the second largest amount of any comic book ever (of
course, to show just how much of the flu the industry was at the time, the highest sale of the time was a month earlier and two different sales occurred later that same year). 5) X-Men #1, CGC 9.8 – $492,937.50 The effects of the slight increase is evident in this 2012 sale of the first problem of Stan Lee and Jack Kirby's X-Hand series, as the previous copy of sale was a 9.6in that
sold for a little less than half the price of that copy, which is the highest ranked book of any of the comic on this top ten list. 4) Batman #1, CGC 9.2 – $567,625.00 A drastic code release in 2013 led to this classic comic, the first issue of Batman's continuous series with the first appearance of both the Joker and Katwoman, becomes one of the very funny books in the ever-cracked
continuous story to crush the $500,000 barrier. 3) Undercover Comic #27, CGC 8.0 – $1,075,000 Never had the vagaries to score when it comes to the sales of collectible valuable books has been quite so increased as fact that Comic Detectives #27, having the first appearance in, you know, Batman, is only the third-ranked book on this list, after initially setting the record for the
most expensive book of all-time when it sold at the end of 2010. This is because no one is selling a copy of Funny Detectives #27 above an 8.0am in the modern era. Copy the Chuch collection ranked at an 8.5% and hasn't been on the market since 1994 (when it sold for $125,000!). There are a handful of 9.0 copies and above outside, and if they ever went to the markets they
would sell for much more than $1,075,000. There is a good case to be made that a theoretical 9.2K detectives comic is literally the most important comic book in existence. 2) Amazing Fantasy #15, CGC 9.6 – $1,100,000 We can talk about relative value on comic till the cows come home, but at the end of the day, when things go in adjustment, you never know just how many
people will face, and sometimes the results will surprise you, as this copy of Amazing Fantasy #15 by Steve Ditko and Stan Lee, the first appearance at Spider-Man, which sold for more than a million dollars in 2011. Experts certainly expected a very high total, but considering that the record for a Silver Age comic book at the time was under $300,000, this comic will for more than
a million were quite the shocker. 1) Funny #1 Action, CGC 9.0 - $3,207,852 Viewed by many as the holy grail of collectible comic books (although, as noted earlier, a good case could be made that Comic Detectives #27 is actually true holy grail for God in collectible comic books), if you rank the largest sales of comic books, sales of DC Comics #1, featuring duties Jerry Siegel and
Siegel's Joe Shuster Superman, would take most of the spots on a top ten list, with an amazing copy card that has sold for a million or more, with this 9.9CC ranking (9.9CC) one of only two officially class 9.0 copies in the world) sold on eBay in 2014 for more than three million (after the official 9.0 copy sold for $2.161 billion three years earlier). Note that there is a copy of the
Church collection in this book, as well. Home owners won't get it class, but it is anecdotely ranked in a 9.2pc. Tales from the Black Multiverse built the newest DC society on Author Brian Cronin (14508 Published Articles) plus from Brian Cronin There's no doubt that Comic Marvel characters are famous in the world. Here are the top Marvel comic superheroes, and the funny you
should look for. Detailed Comic Book Guides For Wonderful Comic Characters Here are links to every Marvel price guide we have published. These take you to a new page on our site, with a detailed outage of values. #1: Amazing Spider-Man in leading the pack of Marvel superheroes is Spider-Man. With original series Amazing Spider-Man comic being the most popular title in
the world one, collecting comic books wouldn't be the same without Spidey.This phenomenon leading to the introduction of many spin-off series. There's no ones as appealing as the original, but the affordable relative to Spider-Man has seen price increases in recent years. If you've dug out your old comic book and found a run of early comic Spider-Mans, then you are in good
shape. Send us your details for a free evaluation. Title to Watch Foramazing FantasyAmazing Spider-Manspectacular Spider-Man (Magazine) Spider-Man (Funny) Best Posting Numbers Get #15 #1-129, #238, #282-328 #1 and #2 (published in 1968 only), #1, #2, #27, #28 We break them below question below: #2: X-Mene while Fantastic Four #1 The 'Marvel Age of Comic', it's
the X-Men who have ingrained themselves into the collective knowledge. This is in part due to the fact that (widely spoken) the FF movies have been badly received, while the X-Men movies were famous. But to us, the roots go deeper. The X-Hand is way more varied comic book series. The characters seem more real and human, as well as inhuman/mutant, and as the characters
have come and gone, the series has evolved more than FF. Fantastic Kat, of all the Comic Marvel characters, rarely appear in other comic book series, while X-Men cross over all the time. A mint copy of X-Men #1 broke all records in summer 2012, with the strong values for the silver age and other key issues. You should have us evaluate comic X - but you're sure you have a lot
of older people in your comic book collection. We've published a full article about X-hand comic values here. There are also some very collectible Wolverine comics. Title to watch jungle X-Menthe Uncanny X-Mengiant-Size X-menincredible Hulk Best Problem Number to get #1 in #20, #35, #94, #100, #141 # 142, #143, #266 #1 and #2 # 180, #181, #182 (Wolverine's first
appearances) See us X-Hand Villains Guide | X-Menic Pricing Guide Top 10 Sevel Comic character #3: Iron Man you could make #3 case for putting Avengers Comic (click for full article) in #3, because there are many different characters represented and greatly collected liked series. But as most of them are appearing separately in the top 10 anyway, it makes sense to put Man
Done here. The movies, starring Robert Downey, Jr. as Tony Stark, have done wonders for the real value of the old Iron Man comic. Having many appearances, the famous Tales Of Suspensed #39.Iron famous red and gold weapons were seen first in Tales in the Suspense #48. By then, it was in silver blera (ToS #39) and gold blera (Tales of suspension #40).#48 that will
achieve clear status, as the red and gold watching is the way it is known in the movies. Other key books include Iron Man and Sub-Mariner #1, and the stand-alone series, Iron Mans #1. There are also avengers' appearance worth finding. See our Iron Man Comic Book article for more details. If you have any of the above in your collection, then find us of the values for you free of
charge. Title to watch Fortales at SispanseIron man and sub-marinerIron manthe Avengers best problem number #39, #40, #41, #48 #1 #1 are #10, #55 #1 for #20, #57, #100 #4: Captain America another of the Comic Marvel characters that have benefited from the film's effects of Superhero Marvel. Although a lot of collected smaller comic books only know the Silver Age of
modern Captain America, this marvel Comics roots go further back. In addition to many very collectible comics from the 1960s, you should also be on the look for the original, Golden Age (10c cover price) Captain America comic book. (Click for 10c cover price is all the indications you need that you have some of these rare comic books. If you have found old comics featuring the
Captain, then please send us details. We will evaluate them for free. Titles to watch ForCaptain America Comics (10c) All-Choose Comic (10c) All Funny Winners (10c) Captain America (12c) Avengers (12c) Marvel Mystery Comic (10c)Sgt. Fury and Commando (12c) Best Problem Number findAny #1 and #10 #1 #21 #1 for #10, #55 #4#80 of #92 #13 #5: Incredible Hulk since its
exposure to gamma radiation, the Incredible Hulk has been a crush with collector! The very early issues are penchant of the dreaded Marvel chipping, and are among the most challenging comic marvel to get in great shape. His first appearance was The Incredible Hulk #1 in #6. In #1, Hulk had grey skin, but he #2 his first green appearance skin funny. It's been green more or less
ever since. Hulk is very popular and collected in other series, and it often appears in cruise titles, contending with other Comic Marvel characters like the thing with Spider-Man.Get your hulk comic book value for free by Selling My Comic Books. See our full article on the value of Hulkulk's incredible book. Title to Watch Forthe Incredible Hulk (Gray Skin in #1) Avengers
(12c)Fantastic FourAmazing Spider-Mentales Astonish Best Number Found #1 via #6, #102, #180 #182 #1 of #3, #5 #12, #25 and #26, #112 #14, #119 and #120 #59 in #101 See our Incredible Hulk Comic Prix Guide to More Key Values #6: Thor's Mighty It's Not Easy for an Acre-God! Thor brought the pantheon to the former Norse idols in the Universe comic Marvel. Like Odin
and Loki making appearance throughout the series. While you may find his attitude a little arrogant, there's no doubting that Thor is a powerful Marvel comic character, and a great addition to the Avengers team. The first and second appearances of this character in Journey to Mystery #83 and #84 are sky-high now, so if you have either of these comic, get in touch immediately!
There are plenty of funny Thor Marvel containing, having clear avengers' appearance, and Journey of Funny Mystery. Title to watch ForJourney in MysteryThore Avengers (12c) Best Number number to get #83 in #100, #109, #112#126#1 of #20, #57 #7: The Fantastic Four Once the most popular comic book series, the original Marvel Comic Character team-up in the Human
Torch, Mr. Fantastic, the invisible girl and the thing has slipped down in popularity in the last decade or so. See our full article on the Fantastic Four Comic Books. This is in part due to movies not being well received, and in part due to the fact that Fantastic Four almost never cross over to other books as a team. That doesn't mean the early issues aren't picked up. Far from it. Just
that a run of FF comic would be more affordable to put together right now. First Appearance in Fantastic Four #1, and the First Doctor in Fantastic Four #5, they are among the key problems. Make your FF funny value for free by selling my comic book. Title to watch forfantastic Catphantastic Spider-Manthe Avengers Best Numbers Find #1 in #30, #48 of #50, #55 #60, #72, #100,
#112Annual #1, #2 and #3 #1, #5, #8 #1 #8: Surfer the agent first appeared in Fantastic four #48, #49 and #50 (#50 were the first full Agent Surfer cover -- see image above), this other very popular surfer is a very popular character that has long popped up for big movie roles. The bad news is that this incredible character is really one of the most under-used Comic Marvel
characters. It had only one series, with a handful of cruise appearance, only. The good news is, if you have Silver Surfer funny in your collection, that the values of classical issues have spiked up in recent years. Please let us evaluate your Comic Agent Surfer for free. Titles to watch forfantastic FourSilver SurferTales in Amazing Best Problem Number get #48 to #50, #55 to #60,
#72 #1 to #10, #14 #92 and #93 #9: Daredevil If you have a good condition, early run to Comic Daredevil, then you have a nice little advantage. The blind superhero star in a poly-rated superhero movie a few years back, but this is still one of the most collected series of Marvel Comic Characters. Origin and the first appearance of Daredevil #1, plus many cruise and camera
appearances in popular series such as Amazing Spider-Man, Fantastic Cards, and Avengers. See value from Daredevil funny here. Find the daredevil value you evaluate for free. Title to Watch ForDaredevil Amazing Spider-Manthe AvengersThe DefenderFantastic FourJurney in Mystery Best Numbers Get #1 at #20, #27, #38, #43, #131, #158, #168 and #169, #181 #16 # 60 # 24
and #25 #39 and #40 #116 See our Daredevil Price Guide here. #10: Nick Fury Originally an army character, Nick Fury started in Sgt. Fury and Commando How he #1, a very collectible comic book. Nick started a new role when he became an agent at this S.H.I.E.L.D. starting with Strange Tales #135, and appears to matter many in this comic book. It also shows off The
Suspension #78 Tales, and others in the series. If you have a collection of Nick Fury comics you would like to valid, then please send us details. We'll do it for free. Heading to watch ForSgt. Fury and KomandosStrange CommandosStrange it's SuspenseNick Fury, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. Best Story Numbers Found #1-20 (especially #1, #2, #13) Annual #1#135#78#1 are #7, #15
any more marvel characters? There are many comic marvel characters who are not on this top 10 list. That doesn't mean they're not in collector interest! If you have a large collection of Comic Marvel, and you would like to value them, then please get in touch. We'll provide you with a free assessment of your Marvel comic book. Go To Marvel Comic Characters in theSell Comic
Books Me home page plus articles in this series
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